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Abstract—Random telegraph noise (RTN) is one of the important dynamic variation sources in ultrascaled MOSFETs. In this paper, the recently focused ac trap effects of RTN in digital circuits and their impacts on circuit performance are systematically investigated. Instead of trap occupancy probability under dc bias condition ($p_{dc}$), which is traditionally used for RTN characterization, ac trap occupancy probability ($p_{ac}$), i.e., the effective percentage of time trap being occupied under ac bias condition, is proposed and evaluated analytically to investigate the dynamic trapping/detraping behavior of RTN. A simulation approach that fully integrates the dynamic properties of ac trap effects is presented for accurate simulation of RTN in digital circuits. The impacts of RTN on digital circuit performances, e.g., failure probabilities of SRAM cells and jitters of ring oscillators, are then evaluated by the simulations and verified against predictions based on $p_{ac}$. The results show that degradations are highly workload dependent and that $p_{ac}$ is critical in accurately evaluating the RTN-induced performance degradation and variability. The results are helpful for robust and resilient circuit design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, random telegraph noise (RTN) in nanoscale CMOS technology has attracted growing attention due to its increasing amplitude as the device scaling down [1]–[7]. RTN is one of the important dynamic variation sources in MOSFETs that the current fluctuating randomly between several discrete stages within a broad range of timescale [7]. It is believed that RTN is caused by the stochastic trapping/detraping behavior of the channel carrier into the switching oxide traps (or border traps) in the gate dielectrics [7], [8].

Since RTN is due to the random trapping/detraping fluctuations, it is important to study the RTN chronological statistics, including capture/emission time constants and trap occupancy probability, i.e., the average percentage of the total time the trap in trapping state. The chronological statistics of RTN are strongly dependent on working conditions of the device in the circuit. It has been found recently that the chronological statistics of RTN in device under ac large signal excitation, which we denote as ac RTN [9]–[13], is different from conventionally studied RTN under constant bias (dc RTN). Fig. 1(a) shows the typical experimental result of RTN under dc and ac conditions. It can be observed that the capture/emission time constants and trap occupancy probability are different under dc and ac workloads with different frequencies. Fig. 1(b) shows the extracted capture/emission time constant as a function of the ac frequency. The results show that, the capture time constant $\tau_c$ has no observable frequency dependence due to the fact that capture process during the low-phase ($V_G = 0$ V) of the ac signal is rare, while the emission time constant $\tau_e$ reduces with increasing frequency. Fig. 1(c) further plots the ac RTN trap occupancy probability versus frequency. Apparently, the trap occupancy probability is in negative correlation with the frequency of the ac signals (more specific discussions on frequency dependency will be explained in the following sections). All these phenomena will affect circuit operations and should be considered in circuit analysis [14]–[24].

In digital circuits, the RTN chronological statistics, especially the trap occupancy probability, have direct impacts on circuit performance, as the degradation like jitter of signals happens when the trap is occupied. Several works have been dedicated to the dc RTN statistics, but a more detailed...
RTN analysis with special attention to the ac effects has not been focused. Moreover, the impacts of the RTN statistics on different types of digital circuits should be systematically studied.

Therefore, in this paper, the RTN behavior in digital circuits and the impacts on circuit performance are comprehensively investigated. First, the chronological statistics considering the ac effects is studied analytically. Then, a simulation method for RTN in digital circuits is proposed, which is capable of accurately reconstructing the ac effects of RTN in simulations. Using this method, the impacts of RTN statistics on typical digital circuits including ring oscillator (RO) and SRAM cell are evaluated quantitatively and explained by the RTN statistics.

II. UNDERSTANDING RTN IN DIGITAL CIRCUITS

Traditionally, the statistics of RTN under dc bias is focused, which can be simply characterized by the capture/emission time constant under constant dc voltage. However, in digital circuits where the MOSFETs switch between ON state (VDD) and OFF state (GND), RTN statistics are actually determined by the capture/emission time constants of both ON state and OFF state [9], [10]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), capture/emission time constants in the OFF state and ON state are different due to the voltage dependence. The smaller emission time and larger capture time at OFF state makes the emission process more faster, which pulls down the transient trap occupancy probability during ON phase.

Due to the periodicity of the ac excitation, the transient trap occupancy probability is periodically changed between ON phase and OFF phase. Let DF be the duty factor or duty cycle, T be the period of the ac signal. As the figure shows, the transient trap occupancy probability during ON phase (0 ≤ t ≤ DF · T) increases from p1 to p2, and we have

\[ p(t) = p_{\text{ON}} + (p_2 - p_{\text{ON}}) \times \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{\text{ON}}} \right). \]  

On the other hand, during the OFF phase (DF · T < t < T), we have

\[ p(t) = p_{\text{OFF}} + (p_1 - p_{\text{OFF}}) \times \exp \left( -\frac{t - DF \cdot T}{\tau_{\text{OFF}}} \right) \]  

where \( p_{\text{ON}}, p_{\text{OFF}} \) are the dc trap occupancy probability in the ON and OFF state, respectively

\[ p_{\text{ON}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{OFF}}}{\tau_{\text{OFF}} + \tau_{\text{ON}}}, \quad p_{\text{OFF}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{ON}}}{\tau_{\text{OFF}} + \tau_{\text{ON}}}. \]  

In addition, \( \tau_{\text{ON}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{OFF}} \) are the characteristic time in the ON and OFF state, respectively

\[ \tau_{\text{ON}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{OFF}} \cdot \tau_{\text{ON}}}{\tau_{\text{OFF}} + \tau_{\text{ON}}}, \quad \tau_{\text{OFF}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{OFF}} \cdot \tau_{\text{OFF}}}{\tau_{\text{OFF}} + \tau_{\text{OFF}}}. \]

Fig. 2(c) is a demonstration of \( p_{\text{ac}} \) as the 2-D function of frequency and DF of the ac signal. Fig. 2(d) and (e) further shows the interactions of Fig. 2(c). They clearly show that: 1) \( p_{\text{ac}} \) decreases with the frequency under almost all DFs; 2) \( p_{\text{ac}} \) saturates and no longer changes with the frequency at high frequency (when the period of ac signal
is much smaller than the trap time constants); and 3) $p_{ac}$ is less sensitive to the frequency under ac signal with higher duty cycle. The frequency dependence of the time constants described in Section I can be well understood here. The trap occupancy probability $p_{ac}$ at a certain frequency $f$ can be approximated by $\tau_c(f)/[\tau_c(f) + \tau_e(f)]$. Since $\tau_c$ has no frequency dependence, as $p_{ac}$ decreases with increasing $f$, $\tau_c$ will decrease with it. These theoretical predictions are consistent with the experiments and are critical to evaluate the impact of ac RTN on circuits, as will be discussed in the following sections.

III. CIRCUIT SIMULATION APPROACH

A. Compact Modeling of RTN

As mentioned in Section II, to accurately incorporating ac effects of RTN statistics into digital circuit simulation, the bias dependence of the capture/emission time constants under different biases should be carefully modeled. In addition, the amplitude model of the RTN under different bias is critical in predicting the impacts on digital circuits.

For the time constants model, we adopt \[\tau_c = \tau_0 \left(1 + \exp\left(-\frac{E_F - E_T}{kT}\right)\right)\]
\[\tau_e = \tau_0 \left(1 + \exp\left(-\frac{E_F - E_T}{kT}\right)\right)\]
where $\tau_0$, $E_T$, and $E_F$ are the characteristic time constant of the trap, trap energy level, and the surface potential of the device, respectively. For single-trap-induced RTN, $\tau_0$ and $E_T$ have single values. If considering the statistics of large numbers of RTN in different devices, one should consider the trap distributions. For various traps in MOSFETs, $\tau_0$ is found to be log-uniform distributed [26]–[29]. The distribution of $E_T$ can be extracted from either theoretical simulation [7] or experiment [30]. For example, for simplicity, it can be assumed to be U-shape distributed in the bandgap [26]. The distribution is critical for statistical analysis in large-scale circuits with many devices of different trap configurations. The bias-dependent $E_F$ can be calculated from the device core model like BSIM-CMG [31].

As for the amplitude of RTN typically characterized by $\Delta V_{TH}$, it is widely recognized that both of them are largely dependent on the gate voltage $V_G$, even though several efforts have been made to derive the analytical expression for the amplitude, some of the details are not fully incorporated. For example, hole-in-the-inversion-layer model only derives the maximum possible amplitude of RTN for different traps [4], regardless of the variations of the amplitude of RTN induced by different traps. Recent advances in atomistic simulation and fast characterization [6] give a possible solution for the amplitude model. While in subthreshold region $\Delta V_{TH}$ distribute widely for different devices, they converge near $2\eta_0$ in the ON-state, where $\eta_0 = q/C_{ox}$ and $q$, $C_{ox}$ is the unit charge and gate oxide capacitance, respectively [6]. The behavior of this gate overdrive dependence can be explained by the channel percolation theory. In subthreshold region, the percolation currents domains and a single trap is capable of causing large variations of RTN amplitude based on the profile of the trap. On the other hand, in strong inversion, the drain current is dominated by the sheet current and the variations of $\Delta V_{TH}$ induced by traps tend to be small. Therefore, the apparent threshold voltage shift could be effectively taken as a function of the voltage of transistor. For circuit simulation convenience, we adopt a piecewise voltage controlled voltage source (VCVS) $\Delta V_{TH}$ model shown in Fig. 3

\[
\Delta V_{TH} = \begin{cases} 
\Delta V_{TH0}, & V_{GS} \leq V_{TH1} \\
(V_{GS} - V_{TH0}) \times \frac{2\eta_0 - \Delta V_{TH0}}{V_{TH2} - V_{TH1}} + \Delta V_{TH0}, & V_{TH1} < V_{GS} < V_{TH2} \\
2\eta_0, & V_{GS} \geq V_{TH2}
\end{cases}
\]

where $V_{TH1}, V_{TH2}$ are the boundaries of the transition from the subthreshold region to the fully ON state region. $\Delta V_{TH0}$ is usually found to be exponentially distributed for different traps [26], [29], [32]. In general, $V_{TH1}, V_{TH2},$ and $\eta_0$ can be calibrated from experiments or from theoretical simulations [6].

B. Monte Carlo Simulation Methodology

With the time constants and amplitude models, we are able to simulate RTN behavior in digital circuits using SPICE simulator. Based on our newly proposed method [33], the flowchart of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4. First, we initialize the simulation by setting RTN trap profiles and initial conditions of the circuits and trap occupancy. The initialized values are then put in time domain analysis. In the first step of the time domain analysis, we calculate the
In real digital circuits can be precisely simulated.
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capture/emission probability based on the time constants of the traps, in the second step we Monte Carlo decide whether capture/emission will happen, in the third step the threshold voltage is modified based on bias and trapping occupancy. A variable is used to mark the trap occupancy.

Then in the final step, the biases of the rest of the circuit are calculated. The process is repeated for every time point until the last time point.

Due to generating RTN during the SPICE simulation in this flow rather than predetermining the RTN waveform before SPICE simulation, the impacts of bias in circuits on the statistics of RTN can be accurately incorporated. On the other hand, the RTN-induced threshold voltage shift is immediately applied in each loop. With both directions carefully modeled, the complex interactions and feedbacks between RTN waveforms and circuits bias that may happen in real digital circuits can precisely simulated.

IV. IMPACTS ON TYPICAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS

In the following analysis, we focus on the single RTN cases, that is only one RTN/trap exists in one device in the circuit, to make a primary understanding of the relations from RTN profile to circuit performance. The device used in circuit simulations is 16-nm double-gate bulk FinFET with the Fin height and width as 18 and 8 nm, respectively.

A. RO Signal Integrity

For evaluation of the impact of RTN on combinational logical circuits, we adopt signal integrity analysis and take a five-stage RO for demonstrations as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the eye diagram of a RO and its respective jitter obtained from statistical SPICE simulations.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the jitter of signal in RO varies from cycle to cycle, which is due to the stochastic RTN events in the MOSFETs of the logic gates. Fig. 6(b) plots the distribution of the jitter induced by RTN. As RTN is a random process, its impact on the signal integrity is a function of its statistical quantities rather than transient ones. Assume the occupied state of a trap during the whole RO period will cause an extra delay $\alpha$, thus the average jitter $\mu$(jitter) for a signal is proportional to the percentage of the time that the trap being occupied, i.e., the effective trap occupancy probability ($p_{dc}$ or $p_{ac}$) in Section II

$$\mu(\text{jitter}) = \alpha \cdot p.$$  \hfill (10)

In addition, the standard deviation of the jitter follows:

$$\sigma(\text{jitter}) = \sqrt{(0 - \mu(\text{jitter}))^2(1 - p) + (\alpha - \mu(\text{jitter}))^2 \cdot p}.$$

Taking (10) into (11) we get

$$\sigma(\text{jitter}) = \alpha \cdot \sqrt{(1 - p) \cdot p}.$$  \hfill (12)

Fig. 6(c) and (d) shows the $\mu$(jitter) and $\sigma$(jitter) as a function of the trap occupancy probability. As the figures show, while $\mu$(jitter) is monotonous with $p$, the $\sigma$(jitter) follows a nonmonotonous trend, which increase when $p < 0.5$ but decrease when $p > 0.5$. According to signal integrity theory, broader distribution of the jitter can lead to higher bit error rate (BER) because extra jitter may lead to the total delay in the critical path outside the timing slack and causing a bit error. In other words, BER of the circuits my increase even if the trap occupancy probability is reduced. Note that (10) and (12) are just predictions of circuit performance based on the proposed theory in Section II. We will see that they match the result of statistical SPICE simulations well.

Fig. 7 is the simulation results of $\mu$(jitter) and $\sigma$(jitter) of the RO as a function $p_{dc}$ effective trap occupancy probability and the respective $p_{ac}$ effective trap occupancy probability. To get a better approach of the real circuit operations, we have set the total simulation time much longer than the trap time constants to get stable distribution of the jitter. The simulation
results of not considering the ac effects of RTN (i.e., dc RTN) are also plotted for reference. From the figure we can see that dc RTN and its dc effective trap occupancy probability $p_{dc}$ roughly follows (10) and (12). For ac RTN, large deviation from dc case is observed, which is due to the reduction of effective trap occupancy probability under ac conditions from dc conditions. On the other hand, ac RTN still roughly follows (10) and (12) if using $p_{ac}$ instead of $p_{dc}$. This implies that $p_{ac}$ is critical in predicting circuits performance and that we should take the ac effects into account in circuit performance evaluation.

To take a closer look at how the ac RTN impacts combinational circuits for different traps, we draw $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ of the RO against RTN parameters. Fig. 8(a) shows the relationship of $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ with the trap energy level $E_T$. Based on (6)–(8), lower trap level in terms of electron energy will lead to higher trap occupancy probability. Thus, larger $\mu(jitter)$ is observed when the trap level is closer to the valence band. With the trap energy level moves from $E_V$ to $E_C$, the respective effective trap occupancy probability rises from 0 to 1 continuously. In this process, there will be a particular energy level whose corresponding trap occupancy probability is 0.5. At this energy, the $\sigma(jitter)$ got its maximum value. On the other hand, when the trap energy level is close to conduction or valence band, the trap will be always empty or occupied, thus the $\sigma(jitter)$ is much smaller under this condition.

Fig. 8(b) shows the $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ against $\tau_0$. The $\mu(jitter)$ reduces and $\sigma(jitter)$ increases with the increase of $\tau_0$, both saturates at large $\tau_0$. This can be understood from the observations in Section II. As $\tau_0$ increases, the reflection of trap to excitations become slower compared with the ac signal frequency, leading to reduction of trap occupancy probability $p_{ac}$, as discussed above. According to (10) and (12), due to the lower $p_{ac}$, the average jitter induced by RTN decreases, whereas, the $\sigma(jitter)$ increases probably due that $p_{ac}$ is between 1 and 0.5 in this case, thus in negative relation with $\sigma(jitter)$. The simulation results are also in consistency with the experimental observations of trap occupancy probability in Section I.

Another important feature that should be paid attention is the bias (especially gate overdrive) dependence of the amplitude of ac RTN. As has been mentioned above, trap-induced $\Delta V_{TH}$ turns from $\Delta V_{TH0}$, which is widely distributed for different devices in the subthreshold region to $2\eta_0$ in the On-state. In Fig. 9, we plot the average $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ of the RO with RTN against $\Delta V_{TH0}$, the results of adopting simple constant $\Delta V_{TH}$ model, which has been widely used before, are also shown in the same figures for reference. In both cases, $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ are in positive relevance with the amplitude. However, large reduction of both $\mu(jitter)$ and $\sigma(jitter)$ are observed from the results of simple constant $\Delta V_{TH}$ model to accurate VCVS $\Delta V_{TH}$ model, which is due to the overestimation of the RTN amplitude within the full swing range of the signals by the simple constant $\Delta V_{TH}$ model.

B. SRAM Cell Stability

Fig. 10(a) shows the structure of 6-T SRAM cell and Fig. 10(b) plots the transient read failure probability against VCS. A plateau is presented in the read failure probability when considering RTN. As RTN in the transistor changes...
the current, the noise margin of SRAM is changed, thus the minimum supply voltage for passing the operation will be a different value when the trap is occupied as shown in the figure. One the other hand, the trap occupancy probability of observable RTN is a non-0-or-1 value for RTN, thus a non-0-or-1 plateau between minimum supply voltage when considering RTN effects.

To accurately mapping SRAM failure probability to RTN statistics, a typical case that RTN is only presented in pD0 is focused in the following demonstrations. During read, the transistor will discharge the capacitor connected to BL and GND (not shown in the figure). Because RTN reduce the current of the pull down transistor, the voltage of Node 0 will possibly be switched from prestored logic 0 (GND) to logic 1 (VCS) during read, and thus a read failure happens.

Differently from RO, which is constantly switching between ON and OFF state, the bias of transistors in the cell is in fact based on the pattern of read, write, and the value stored in the SRAM cell. We study two typical patterns in read-after-write cycles shown in Fig. 11. Pattern 1: write the same logic value in every read-after-write cycles. Pattern 2: switch the values written in the read-after-write cycles next to each other. In Pattern 1 the pD0 is constantly biased in the ON-state, whereas in Pattern 2 pD0 is continuously switching between ON and OFF state. Due to the different workload of pD0, the statistics of RTN in that device will be different. As consequence, the failure probabilities of reading logic zero (GND) in Node 0 are different under the two patterns.

Fig. 11(a) shows the height of the plateau in the failure probability-VCS plot of Pattern 1. In both frequencies, the failure probability is close to $p_{ac}$, which ascertain the dc RTN nature in pD0 under this pattern. However, when using the Pattern 2, large reduction of failure probability is observed under higher frequency [Fig. 11(b)], which fits the $p_{ac}$ calculated from (1)–(6).

Fig. 12 further shows failure probability against frequency under Pattern 2. The figure ascertains the observation that failure probability reduces as the frequency goes up. $p_{ac}$ as a function of frequency is also plotted in Fig. 12(b). From all these observations above it is clear that the height of the failure probability plateau is roughly equal to $p_{ac}$ of ac RTN in pD0.

As the simulation result shows, the failure probability of SRAM could be inferred from the effective trap occupancy probability, which is related to its read/write pattern. In practical applications, the read/write pattern of SRAM is not a periodical pattern like Pattern 1 or Pattern 2, but the value would be switched somehow in real patterns, which could be regarded as a mixture of Pattern 1 and Pattern 2. Thus, the failure probability induced by RTN would also have frequency dependencies.

On the other hand, it seems that for certain cases (e.g., the scale of RTN time constants is much smaller than ac signal period), the adoption of dc RTN as a metric might not cause much difference for this particular single RTN case. However, in reality since the time constants of various RTN is widely distributed on a log scale for different traps [26]–[29], the safe frequency range to use dc RTN as metrics will be different for different traps. Thus, it can hardly guarantee that all the traps in real applications are at their safe frequency. Therefore, simply using dc RTN will cause deviations in most cases for practical digital circuit operations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the recently focused ac effects of RTN in digital circuits and their impacts on circuit performance are systematically investigated. The effective trap occupancy probability under ac conditions $p_{ac}$ is proposed instead of $p_{dc}$ to characterize RTN in circuits and calculated analytically. A simulation approach that fully integrates ac effects into SPICE simulations is presented and implemented to evaluate the impact of RTN on digital circuits. The results show that average jitter of RO is smaller than dc RTN if taking ac effects into consideration, while the change of variation of jitter have two tendencies based on $p_{ac}$ of that RTN. For SRAM, it is found that the failure probability decreases when the value of the pattern is switched and that failure probability under real patterns decreases with frequency, which is consistent with the prediction by $p_{ac}$. The results are helpful for the RTN aware robust and resilient circuit design.
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